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By Michel Morange

Harvard University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 238 pages. Dimensions:
8.4in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.At a time when the complete human genome has been sequenced and when
seemingly every week feature news stories describe genes that may be responsible for personality,
intelligence, even happiness, Michel Morange gives us a book that demystifies the power of modern
genetics. The Misunderstood Gene takes us on an easily comprehensible tour of the most recent
findings in molecular biology to show us how--and if--genes contribute to biological processes and
complex human behaviors. As Morange explains, if molecular biologists had to designate one
category of molecules as essential to life, it would be proteins and their multiple functions, not DNA
and genes. Genes are the centerpiece of modern biology because they can be modified. But they are
only the memory that life invented so that proteins could be efficiently reproduced. Morange shows
us that there is far more richness and meaning in the structure and interactions of proteins than in
all the theoretical speculations on the role of genes. The Misunderstood Gene makes it clear that we
do not have to choose between rigid genetic determinism and fearful rejection of any specific role
for...
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The book is simple in read safer to comprehend. It is writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of confusing. You wont truly feel monotony at
anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).
-- B r a nnon K och-- B r a nnon K och

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- K r istia n Na der-- K r istia n Na der
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